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VerdanTech PD-3 Personal Defense Blaster

The PD-3 isn't really an icnredibly special blaster, but it is stylish. It is the heavy armament of the well to

do and is somewhat a status symbol. It is a disntugished sign of wealth among those who care of such

things. The weapon is made in different varieties, each variety having the pistol-grip form fitted for a

different type of hand, allowing many races of the galaxy to use them comfortably. The weapon is plated

with polished silver and resembles a firearm mroe than a blaster with it's rectangular casing. Three laser

sights sit at the end of the broad casing arrayed around the barrel creating a small triangle of red dots

around where the shot should land. This does not really help anymore than one alser sight but it looks

more stylish. Underneath the casing a small spot luma is atatched providing a fairly pwoerful soruce of

illumination straight ahead for up to fifty meters. The weapon is often seen among buisnessmen and

aristocrats who are constantly having their lvies threatened, or are just paranoid.

Model: Verdant Technologies PD-3 Blaster Pistol

Type: Heavy blaster pistol

Scale: Character

Skill: Blaster: heavy blaster pistol

Ammo: 15

Cost: 1,400 (power packs: 25)

Availability: 2, R or X 

Range: 3-10/15/30

Damage: 5D+2

Game Notes: Tripple Laser Sight: +1D to hit after one round of aiming.

Under-Barrel Spot-luma: Creates spot of light 6 inches in diameter with a range of 50 meters. 
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